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chargeIT mobility extends charging network
More charging comfort for drivers of electric cars thanks to an extended charging network.
With the connection to GIREVE chargeIT mobility offers an additional service for the users of
the charging stations in Germany and abroad.
Kitzingen/Paris: With the connection to GIREVE, a French interoperability platform, chargeIT
mobility extends the access possibilities to their charging stations. GIREVE acts as an intermediary service between the charging station operator (CPO) and the e-mobility provider (EMP),
enabling roaming, for example. With this step chargeIT mobility further expands its own store
network, which already includes e-clearing and intercharge from Hubject. The chargeIT charging network thus grows by the EMPs and charging points bundled by GIREVE, currently around
40 EMPs and over 78,000 charging points. The roaming services of GIREVE, hubject (intercharge) and e-clearing can be used at all online charging points of chargeIT.
More comfort for e-mobilists
For e-car drivers, this service further enhances the simple and uncomplicated charging process
and simplifies the cross-border charging process. This technical solution represents the interface between the charging infrastructure operators and the EMPs and thus offers users access
to a large number of charging points.
To chargeIT´s viewpoint, EV drivers should be able to charge their EVs everywhere, easily and
reliably, from 100% renewable energies. To make it possible, chargeIT deals with all stakeholders and connects these worlds. The operator’s connection to GIREVE’s roaming platform follows
this objective. Any eMSP can now partner with chargeIT through GIREVE and give their EV drivers access to chargeIT’s network.
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About Gireve:
To support the rapid growth of electric mobility, GIREVE brings industry operators together:
charging point operators, car manufacturers, energy suppliers, public institutions… GIREVE is
an integrated platform offering innovative services that enable mobility operators to easily build
partnerships.
Web: www.gireve.com

About chargeIT mobility GmbH:
chargeIT mobility GmbH was founded in 2010 and is located in the INNOPARK Kitzingen.
chargeIT mobility has been developing intelligent charging solutions for EVs (e-cars, e-busses
and e-bikes) since the very beginning of young e-mobility. As an independent IT backend provider chargeIT provides a platform for networked e-mobility and offers fully integrable complete solutions consisting of control electronics (Charging Controller) and cloud solution (Charging Management Portal). Currently more than 3000 chargeIT mobility charging stations are installed in the EU.
Contact:
chargeIT mobility GmbH, Steigweg 24, 97318 Kitzingen, Germany
Phone: +49 9321 2680-700, E-Mail: info@chargeIT-mobility.com, Web : www.chargeIT-mobility.com
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